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millions of to-day are found The only exceptions to the
rigid limitation of settlement by rainfall are provided by the
artesian areas in which no great density can ever be expected
and in the mining areas such as Broken Hill and Kalgoorlie
where the presence of rich mineral deposits has attracted
settlements of a temporary nature The achievements in
water supply and other amenities in these deseit settlements
are truly remarkable especially so at Broken Hill
Two other aspects of Australian population may be men
tioned viz concentration and composition E\en if the
existing population were scattered evenly over the surface
if that were possible it would be spread very thinly since
each inhabitant would have about half a square mile of
country Although it has been shown that Australian pros
penty is largely dependent upon rural industries only about
one third of the people live in the country proper The
actual figures are these In capital cities 47 per cent in
provincial towns 17 per cent in country areas excluding
towns 36 per cent Efforts have been made to settle greater
numbers in the wheat fruit and dairying areas but the
greatest single problem of settlement is presented by the
empty north In 1935 for over a million square miles of
tropical Australia there were 193 000 people and 96 per cent
of these lived in tropical Queensland mainly along the coast
There is then a great stretch of terntory in northern
Australia in which settlement is extremely sparse The
reasons for this are both physical and economic The climate
presents handicaps to agriculture and along the coast to
human comfort the soils are patchy and the isolation of the
area from the more densely settled parts of the continent
hinders the transport of goods and persons Not justly
can the failure to develop the empty spaces of the north
and centre be attributed to a lack of enterprise on the part

